H. KOYAMA and H. WATANABE [Vol. 60(B), never occurs even between the tests. Table I summarizes the results  of fusion experiments among one parental and seven descendant colonies of P. japonica. In this case, all seven combinations between the parent and its descendant were nonf usible. In the twenty-one combinations among descendant colonies, only two combinations were fusible.
In P. sagamiensis, two types of nonfusion were found and they were termed "nonf usion type A" and "nonfusion type B", respectively.8) In nonfusion type A, two colonies reject each other without fusion between their tests; while in nonfusion type B, rejection occurs after a transitory fusion of the tests. The f usibility among one parental and five descendant colonies was examined (Table II) . In this experiment, all five combinations between the parent and its descendants produced nonf usion type B. In the combinations among descendant colonies, all possible reactions were found. for the test of P. sagamiensis, the parent and each of its descendants were fusible. Among the descendants, fusible and nonf usible combinations were obtained, as among related colonies of Botryllus primigenus.-'~-4> However, in P. sagamiensis, the blood vessels of the parent and its descendants were never fusible. Moreover, in P. japonica, even the tests of the parent and its descendants never fused together. These observations suggest that the control mechanisms of the f usability in P. japonica and P. sagamiensis are not the same as that in B. primigenus. For example, these f usibilities may be controlled by several loci. If the fusibilities of P. japonica and P. sag,amiensis are also controlled by a multiallelic single locus as in the case of B. primigenus, it might be necessary for two colonies of each species to share both allele in order to fuse together.
In order to clarify the control mechanisms of the present two species, further genetic analysis is needed.
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